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fġƾǱġƾńΠôƏůǱŊƾǆůǒǸM E M B E R  
S P O T L I G H T 

^ƅŊǷǲƘƾƂΠ9ġǆůĽǆΠ
:ƘƍƍǚƏůĽġǒůƘƏ
● ČŪůĽŪΠġƻƻƾƘǱŊńΠǒŊĽŪƏƘƅƘţůŊǆΠ
ġƏńΠǒƘƘƅǆΠǲůƅƅΠļŊΠǚǆŊń

● ĽĽŊǆǆůļůƅůǒǸͺůƏĽƅǚǆůǱůǒǸ
● ^ƘƾƍġƅΠġƏńΠůƏŢƘƾƍġƅΠ
ĽƘƍƍǚƏůĽġǒůƘƏǆ

● GǷƻŊĽǒġǒůƘƏǆΠġƏńΠƍǚǒǚġƅΠ

https://hr.harvard.edu/flexwork/tools-and-resources
https://hr.harvard.edu/flexwork/measuring-success
https://hr.harvard.edu/flexwork/measuring-success
https://hr.harvard.edu/learning-development


fġƾǱġƾńΠôƏůǱŊƾǆůǒǸM E M B E R  
S P O T L I G H T 

|ŊǸΠíġƂŊġǲġǸǆ
● ńƘƻǒΠġƏńΠĽƘƍƍǚƏůĽġǒŊΠġΠ
ΖĽŪġƏţŊΠƍůƏńǆŊǒΗΠǒŪġǒΠǱůŊǲǆΠ
ȋŊǷůļƅŊΠǲƘƾƂΠġǆΠġΠƂŊǸΠĽƘƍƻƘƏŊƏǒΠ
ƘŢΠƾŊΎůƍġţůƏůƏţΠ
ŪƘǲΠǲƘƾƂΠţŊǒǆΠńƘƏŊͬ

● ÕƾƘǱůńŊΠļƾƘġńΠţǚůńŊƅůƏŊǆΠ
ǒŪġǒΠŊƏġļƅŊΠΖƅƘĽġƅΗΠńůǆĽƾŊǒůƘƏΠ
ĽƘƍļůƏŊńΠǲůǒŪΠĽƅŊġƾΠ
ġĽĽƘǚƏǒġļůƅůǒǸͬ

● GƏǆǚƾŊΠńŊĽůǆůƘƏǆΠġļƘǚǒΠȋŊǷůļůƅůǒǸΠ
ġƾŊΠńƾůǱŊƏΠļǸΠġΠǒƾġƏǆƻġƾŊƏǒΠġƏńΠ
ŊƽǚůǒġļƅŊΠƻƾƘĽŊǆǆͬ

● §ġƂŊΠǲƘƾƂͺƅůŢŊΠġΠĽƘƾŊΠƍġƏġţŊƾΠ
ĽƘƍƻŊǒŊƏĽǸΠļǸΠƻƾƘǱůńůƏţΠ
ġńŊƽǚġǒŊΠǆǚƻƻƘƾǒͧΠǒƾġůƏůƏţΠ
ġƏńΠůƏĽŊƏǒůǱŊǆͬ

● AƘĽǚƍŊƏǒͧΠƻůƅƘǒͧΠŊǱġƅǚġǒŊͧΠ
ġƏńΠġńſǚǆǒΠȋŊǷůļƅŊΠǲƘƾƂΠ
ġƾƾġƏţŊƍŊƏǒǆΠƾƘǚǒůƏŊƅǸͬ

onsite just before or after a meeting takes place. One of our ERGs did a story slam with a pandemic theme, 
resulting in unexpected friendships and creative ideas to support collegial collaboration. 

One large department collaborated with a Harvard-affiliated mindfulness center to design and conduct a 
9-week Mindful Self-Compassion course as part of its DIB programming. The evidence-based course was 
launched pre-COVID and was sustained through Zoom. It demonstrated — through participant feedback and 
survey data — how mindful self-compassion can strengthen inclusion, belonging, and allyship by bringing 
awareness to patterns of exclusion, bias, and judgment of oneself and one’s own story. Zoom was specifically 
called out as surprisingly effective, and we hope to incorporate that program into our University-wide series.

Your guidelines state, “Harvard will use flexwork as a dynamic tool both to discover and invent the 
workplace of the future.” Do you have any predictions (or hopes) for what the workplace will look like 
in a year for Harvard employees? How might your workforce be working differently?

With early feedback from senior leadership, we developed the new guidelines as a platform for less 
prescriptive and more aspirational language at a time when we truly needed the unifying effect of shared 
aspiration. It takes a long time for that sort of unity to emerge, but I hope to see a broader embrace of these 
concepts and more improvements in the way we work and the way we feel about work. If we continue to have 
a “change mindset” and are intentional about creating a more human-centric workplace of the future, we can 
continue to surface blind spots and allow for new and effective ways of doing our mission-driven work. That, 
above all, is what got us through this crisis so far. I hope we will all remember that. 

pilots. Measurement tools will vary and include an increase in pulse 
surveys. The university will be looking at data on everything from 
employee retention, gender-related trends, building occupancy 
needs, and, above all else, how to help our community stay safe in 
the context of the pandemic. 

An important challenge will be to ensure that our technology and 
infrastructure can support new ways of working. Many of our 
buildings, some as old as 300 years, were not built with WiFi in 
mind, so there are still places on campus where connectivity can 
make inclusion of remote participants difficult. In order to 
administer COVID testing cadences and plan onsite work, we are 
establishing systems to know when our employees plan to be 
physically on campus. To ensure that Harvard meets certain legal 
obligations, we also need to know where people are when they are 
working but not on campus.

Do you have any key learnings from the past year? Have you seen 
new ways of working that might carry over to the new workplace?  

Many of our local units have created inclusive, remote spaces for 
collaboration and even serendipitous encounters with promising 
results. Some have experimented with § mindue sK ̾ ̾ ́ ̾ ̾ ̾

https://www.chacmc.org/
https://www.libraryassessment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/127-Lewellen-Mindful-Self-Compassion.pdf

